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ON A CLASS OF SINGULAR INTEGRALS

I. INTRODUCTION

In this section some results of singular integrals are presented. Some fun-

damental definitions of different concepts will not be given here, which will be

presented in the next section.

As it is well-known that a basic example which lies at the source of the

singular integrals is given by the Hilbert transform,

lim

lf (x y) dy.
yi>e

The above operator is bounded on LP,1 < p < co. It was proved by M. Riesz,

using complex function.

Let's introduce those operators which not only commute with translations

but also with dilations. Then we need to define the kernel as

K(21= ixIn'

with S/ homogeneous of degree 0, i.e. 12(cx) = ft(z), E > 0. The definition implies

K(x) is homogeneous of degree --n. The definition on Ii is equivalent with the

fact that it is constant on rays emanating from the origin. So 12 is completely

determined by its restriction to the unit sphere Sn---1. We have the following

result.

Let 11 be homogeneous of degree 0, and suppose that SZ satisfies the cancel-



lation property,

Sn-I

and, the smoothness property, i.e. if

then

11(x)do- = 0,

sup ifi(x) (x1) = (5) ,

1

W(s)
0

do < co.

For 1 < p < Do, and f E LP(Rn), let

T,(f)(x) [1(y) f(x y)dy,
flYI>6

2

Ixl=

(a) Then there exists a number Ap (independent of f or e) so that

liTe(f)lip 5 Apilir

(b) lim, T, (f) = T(f) exists in LP norm, and

IIT(f)lip < Apdflip.

> 0.

The natural counterpart of this result is that of convergence almost every-

where. As in other questions involving almost everywhere convergence, it is best

to consider the corresponding maximal function. The following theorem gives the

answer.

Suppose that fZ satisfies the conditions of the previous theorem. For f E

.LP(Rn), 1 < p < oo, consider

T,(f)(x) n(y) f(x y)dy,
flyl>e

> 0.
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(The integral converges absolutely for every x.)

(a) lim, T, (f) exists for almost x.

(b) Let T* (f) (x) = sup 6>o ITE (f )1. If f E L1 (R"), then the mapping f + T* f

is of weak type (1, 1).

(c) If 1 5 p < oo, then IIT*(f)11p -- Ilf Ilp

More results have been given in the series papers by Chen (see [2], [3], [9]).

Let K(x) be the truncated Caldercin-Zygmund kernel on Rn times an arbi-

trary bounded radial function, i.e.

fx
K(x) = xix>,h(lx1) lx

)

,

Then the maximal singular operator sup, Lin, K(y)f (x y)dy is bounded on

LP(Rn), 1 < p < co. However the above conclusion is not true for the case of

n = 1, which is a very surprising result.

In [3], Chen and Lin showed that if the class, M, is the set with Calderon-

Zygmund kernel times the radial function h satisfying

Ihmis7dr) 1/s

c,

then the above maximal singular operator is bounded on LP(Rn) for Sn/ (Sn-1) <

p < co,l < S < 2, where the region of p is the best possible.

In this paper, we are interesting in finding a class of kernels M such that the

following maximal operator is bounded on LP(Rn) for some p.

sup
K EM

p.v. f K (y)f (x y)dy
Rn
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II. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES

The Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator assigns to each function g E LP (Rn),

1 < p < oo, its Hardy-Littlewood maximal function Mg(x) defined at x E Rn by

Mg(x) = sup
1

I f (x Oldt
r>0 nnrn Itl<r

where On is the Lebesgue measure of the solid unit sphere. It is well-known that

Mg is bounded LP (Rn) , 1 < p < co, i.e. 11Mgll 5 Clif 6.

The dyadic decomposition is a canonical decomposition of Rn into rectangles.

In the case of Rl it is decomposed as the union of the "disjoint" interval (i.e. whose

2k+n,interior are disjoint) [2k, I co < k < oo, and, [-2k, 2k +1], k

This double collection of intervals, one collection for the positive half-line, the

other for the negative halfline, will be the dyadic decomposition of Rl. For the

case of Rn it is decomposed as the union of "disjoint" rectangles, which rectangles

are products of the intervals which occurs for the dyadic decomposition of each of

the axes.

The partial sums operator is defined as the following.

Let 1 denote an dyadic rectangle in Rn. A rectangle may be a possibly infinite

rectangle with sides parallel to the axes. The partial sum operator is, say for 1,

the multiplier operator with m = Xi = characteristic function of the rectangle 1,

i.e.

Sif = xif, f E L2(Rn) n LP (Rn).

Let A denote the family of resulting rectangles of the dyadic decomposition
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of Rn . Suppose f E LP(Rn),1 < p < oo. Then

and the ratio

(EiSif (x)12)112 E LP(Rn),
lEA

ISif(x)12)11211P /Ilflipf
1E0

is contained between two bounds (independent of f).

Let Hi, denote the linear space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k which

are harmonic: the solid spherical harmonics of degree k. Let R, S be two functions

defined on Sn-1. The inner product of the two functions on the unit sphere Si-1

is defined as

(R, S) = f R(x)S(x)dc(x).
sn-

If Pk denote the linear space of all homogeneous polynomials of degree k,

then Pk = Hk +Iii2Pic_2. Let's restrict Hk to the unit sphere, say Hk then the

elements of Hk are the surface spherical harmonics of degree k and
CO

L2(571-1) E Hk,
k=0

i.e., if f E L2(Sn-1), then f can be represented as
co

f (x) = E (X), Yk E Hk
k=0

where the convergence is in the L2(Sn-1) norm, and

if (x)12do(x) = E Tic(x)12d0-(x).Sn-1

Here, soppose {Ykd}dk i be a basis of Hk. Then, the function L2 (Sr -1) has

the decomposition
00

k=0 j=1
ak,jYk,j
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in the L2(Sn-1) space and Ilf 112 = Ekcio Elk 1 lak,i12.

Let T be a mapping from LP(R') to Lq (Rn), 1 < p < oo, 1 < p < oo. Then

T is of type (p,q) if

IIT(i)11q

where A does not depend on f . Similarly T is of weak-type (p,q) if

m{x (x)1 > (
All f )

f E LP (Rn)

where q < oo and A does not depend on f or a, a > 0.

Suppose that 1 < r < oo. If T is a sub-additive mapping from Ll(Rn) +

Lr(Rn) to the space of measurable functions on Rn which is simultaneously of

weak type (1,1) and the weak type (r,r), then T is also of type (p,p), for all p

such that 1 < p < r. More explicitly: Suppose that for all f , g E L1 (R ") (Rn)

+ 0(4 5- IT f (x)1 + IT (x)1

m{x : IT f (x) I > < Ailifiii
,

m{x : I Tf (x)I > (
)r1

(if r < c o ; when r = oo we assume that 11T(f)11,, 5 All f ll c,o). Then

IIT(f)IIp C AplIfIlp,

for all 1 < p < r, where Ap depends only on Ai, A, and r.

f E Ll (Rn)

f E LP (R")

D is the space of all indefinitely differentiable functions on R", each with

compact support. Let a = (al ... an) and

a-
axa 8xi axrcl-
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be a differential monomial, whose total order is lal = al a,.

Suppose we are given two locally integrable functions on Rn, f and g. Then

we say that

if

f = g,

f(x) (4.
axa l?

(x)dx (-1)1'1 f g(x)q5(x)dx,
n

for all 0 E D.

For any non-negative integer k, the Sobolev space LPK(Rn) = LPK is defined

as the space of functions f, with f E LP(Rn) and where all a exist and (.'z!.x E

LP (R") in the above sense, whenever lal < K. This space of functions can be

normed by the expression

Iaa f
maxalip,

where = f.
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III. FORMULATING THE PROBLEM

Let lia(S') denote Sobolev spaces on the sphere S" (see [6]). In this

paper, we consider the class M = L2 (R +, 1-1' (Sn-1), dr/r), where a > (n-1)/2.

That is to say, the member in M, fl is defined on R+ x Sn-1 and satisfies

1.

co
2 dr

lI1'(r,*)11H.(s.-1) 7 < 00

where II II Ha denotes the norm in Sobolev space. For a a real number, a function

u on S' is in the Sobolev space Ha(S') if and only if the coefficients fakil

in its expansion in spherical harmonics satisfy

1142Ha (S n-1
ct

K
2 < 00

k,j

where for simplicity, when k = 0, we take k2a to be 1. (see [6] page 258 -

259). Therefore, one can write 12(r, e) = II EcP. ak,i(r)Yk,i(e) where Ykhi is a

spherical harmonic of degree k, {Yk,i} denotes a complete system of normalized

spherical harmonics and dk = 0(k71-2) as n large. Hence, the kernel, 12(r, e), in

the class of M we consider, satisfies

where a > (n 1)/2.

Let us define

10

co drElakd(r)lel 2
< oo

k,j

T1-2 f (x)
11(1y1,y/Iy1) f(x Y)dY

Rn

where n satisfies

(1) 11 E L2 (R±, (Ha(Sn-1)), a > (n 1)/2;
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(2) fl(r,A) = 11(r, e), A > 0;

(3) fs_.., f2(r, e)da(e) = 0 for r > 0.

Here we should remark that the proof of the theorem follows the same ideas

as in [31.

We should prove the following theorem.

Theorem: Let 2n/(2n 1) < p < oo. Suppose f is a smooth function (f is

in Schwarz class). Then the operator supnEm171-2 J.) is bounded on LP(Rn), i.e.

II sup IThfIllp cp11/11p.
siEm
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IV. RESULT AND PROOF

Before we prove the theorem, we need the following lemma.

Lemma: Suppose Yk is a spherical harmonic of degree k. Let x E R. Then

feES'-1
exp(irx e) Yk,i (e)cici(e)

2 dr
7. < Cinin{lx12, lx1-13}

where 0 < 3 < 1/2 and do- is the induced Euclidean measure on S'.

Proof: Applying the cancellation of Ykd (i.e. the mean of Yki on the sphere

is 0), it is easy to see that the integral is bounded by Clx12. On the other hand,

by the second mean value theorem, it suffices to show that the integral

Sn-1
exp(irx e)yko. Wdo-(0

2

dr

is dominated by lx1-213, for some 0 < /3 < 1/2. By the Fubini theorem, the above

expression is equal to

(1)
2

fYk,i(n) f Ykd (e) f exp(irx (e n))drdo-()do-(77)
sn_l sn_. 1

where Fkd denotes the conjugate of Ykd. The integral

eXp(irX (e ri))dr

is bounded by 1 and [x . (e 01-4. Therefore, it is less than [x . (e 0]-0 for

some positive /3, 0 < /3 < 1. By Schwarz inequality, (1) is bounded by

1/2

C f Yk,i(q) (f [x . (e 77)]-2sda(e)) dcr(n) .< clx1-0,
sn-1 S'-1

if 0 < 0 < 1/2.
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Proof of theorem: Let us write Tfif (x) as

00

Tr2f (x) = f f fl(r, e)f (x r Odc7(0
dr

o
00

= f akd (r)k' f () (x r Oda(e)c--s 1 k
k,j

Applying Schwarz inequality, the absolute value of the operator, Tc2 f, is dominated

by

(f
(r) k«

0

(f°
<CGCE :2.k,j

2dr 1/2

r)

1 fs,,,Ykd (e) f (X r e)do-()

is, Ykj (e) f (x r e)dcr()

2 dr ) 1/2

r )
2 dr )1 /2

r )

One takes a smooth function p(r) supported on {r 1 1/2 < < 2} and E1 p(21r) =

1. Let us define the partial sum operators

p(211x1)I(x).

Since f = f) for any integer 1, applying Minkowski's inequality,

To f x I
21+1

121

Efyk,J osi+imx re)du(0
sn-i

21+1

f5^-1
Yk,;(e)(Si+If)(x rOdo(e)

2 dr )1 / 2

r)
2 1/2

r



In here, first we compute the L2norm of Bif (x). Since

f IIZ

1
21+1

--LTL- EEk2c, 1.21
k,j 1

2

=EEL L.k2a
k,3

_t

1+1

fs.-1
Yk,j(e)(Si4-1 i)(x r )do (e)

Yk,i(e)(sii-if)(x r du (0
f,. ,

applying Plancherel's theorem, we have

11Biffl
21+1

k2°' 121 J1/2<121+1zi<2

f(x)12dxdrr

r2

Ek2a f1,2,21+1,2k,j

If(x)12 dx-r .

fSn.-1

exp(irx

2 dr
dx

r

2 drax ,
r

e) Yk,i(e)do-(0

2

exp(i211x1rxi e)Y,;(e)da(e)

2

12

Applying the lemma to the last equality, the L2norm of Bi f square, iiBif 112, is

bounded by

C >2, ,_91
1 <121 xl<2-i+l

(min {(21142 , (211x1)"})11 dx

From the hypotheses, Eko. 1 ik2a = Ek(1 /k2a)dk < 00 when a > (n 1)/2.

Therefore, we conclude

(2) 11Bif 112 < C rnin{(2i)-1,(2r2}11/112, 0 < /3 < 1/2.

Now we consider LPnorm of Bif where p > 2. Let us write

II Bi f II =

[L.
1

21+1

Ek2aft2,
kd 1

fsn_i
Yk,j(e)(Si+jf)(X re)Cit7(e)

2 dr / 2

r

p 2/p
dx



By duality, there exists a function, g (x) in L(P/2)', such that

liBif ii)

../ J.
21+1 i

Rn kj 2-di k2a 121 /19,1 Yk'j (e)(Si+1 f)(x rOdaMI 2 drg(X)dX.
r

Therefore, employing Holder's inequality

HBifii?)
1

21+1

n
EE k2cx Li

fiL k j 1

lYkla (0 I
2 da(e))

(fs_i
1/2 2

Usn-11
(Si±if)(x r012da(e)) g(x)dx

r
21+,<f 1 2 dr

L., L is,,,(Si±i f)(x 7-) I do- (e) g(x)dx.

Rn k,j /

After changing variables, we have

2 dr

(3) pin?, < f EE_1 oi+if)(x)121 f ox+ 21 r Oda- (e) dx

Iv., jc,i / k2a 1 Sn-1

k,j

1

k2a j
i
Rn

l(Si+1 f)(x) 12 Mg (x)dx

1

k2a
k,j

<C

ERsi+in(x)12
,

1

k2cillf11,2, ._.. clIfIl?,

11M g (x)II (p/2)'

p/2

13

,

Here, Mg denotes the classical Hardy-Littlewood Maximal function. The last

two inequalities are obtained by applying Schwarz inequality, Littlewood-Paley

theorem (see [8], page 104), the classical maximal function Mg is bounded on

LP (R") for 1 < p < oo and Eici 1/k2' = Ek(1 /k2a)dk < oo if a > (n 1)/2.

Interpolating between (2) and (3) and applying Minkowski's inequality, we get

II sup 12'0/.111 __ cplIf Hp
OEM
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where 2 < p < oo.

Next let us compute the boundedness of the operator, Bif , if 2n/(2n 1) <

p < 2. Let

Then

Eikjj f(X, r) = f Yk,j(e)(Sti+1 f) (X 21r e)du

Bi f (x)
1 f

12

2 drr)112

k,j

Therefore in order to show that Bif E LP (Rn) , it is equivalent to show

(12 ( (L2 01, 2},Eikpf (X, r) E LP (12 ( 7.dr ) '1) j) k2cv
1 ) dx)

Again by duality, there exists a function

g(x, E LP

such that

11Bi flip

f 12Rn
1

sn-1

2

fR. k2cxEE-1
r r

il
k,j

171,,i(e)(Si+if)(x 21 r e)do-(e)g(x, k, j, 1 , r)
dr7dx

Yk,jMg(X + 21r e,k, j,1, r)(Si-Fi.f)(x)da(e)cirdx.

Repeatedly using Holder's

1[E (Ef
inequality, 11B1 f lip is dominated by

f f
n-1

Yk,j(Og(X 2Ire, k, j,1 , r)dc(e) dr )
S

1/2

Rn
1 k,j

112

(El(Si±if)(x)12) dx

2

[E f fsn_iYk .(Og (x + 2Ire, k, j ,1 , r)da(e) dr )21112
r

1 1c,j

1/2

1 p

p1



Again, from Littlewood-Paley theorem, we have

11BifIlp

k,j
Yk,j(0g(X + 2'r kj,1, Oda( 7)

1/22

f f
dr

1)1

15

Ilf Ilp

E (Dig)1/2 Ilp,11/11p.

Since IRDig)1/211p1 = IlDiglIpv2, p' > 2, there exists a function h in

L(,,12),(Rn), here p' /2 > 1, such that

ILDiglipv2

fE( f f Yk ;(0g(x +21r,k,j,l,r)do-(e)1 h(x)dx
Rn

1 2 d 2

1 k,j k2a 1 Sn- 1 '' r

JR Z.[Z_. 1 (f lYic j(012 dcr(e)< i \----\----
1 k,j k2a Sn-i '

(fSn-1
Ig(x 21re,k,j,1,012 do(e)

1/2 dr 2) --] h(x)dx

As before, repeatedly using the Schwarz inequality, we get

2

Ln
u isif f dr)

i1g(x+21re,k,j,l, r) I 2du(0r )
k,j

2

h(x)dx

2

(E k2 ««) f n-,
,i,,g(x+21r,k,j,1,012dcr(0r h(x)dx.

dr

k,j Rn 1 Ica'

Let N f denote the spherical maximal function, i.e.,

Nh(x) = sup f h(xe>0

Then, from the last inequality,

liDiglIpv2 5_ cfRnEE

ff

1 k,j

C EE
Rn

1 k,j

<C
fRn

EEk20,

1
2

h(X 21r e)daMg2 (x, k, j, 1, r) dx
k2a 11 fsn_i r

1
2 dr

f Nh(x)g2(x,k,j,l,r)r dx
k2 1

1 2 g2(x,k,j,l,r)dr
1 r

1 k,j
II Nh(x) (p'/2)'

p'/2
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It is well known that the spherical maximal function is bounded on LP(Rn) when

p > n/(n 1) (see (7}). The other term is bounded by definition of g(x,k, j,l,r).

Combining all of these, we have

11.13if lip 5, CO fill, if 2n/(2n 1) < p < 2.

Again interpolating between (2) and the above inequality and using Minkowski's

inequality, we have

11 sup ITf2fIllp < cpilillp
CIEM

if 2n/(2n 1) < p < 2. The proof is complete.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have proved the maximal singular operator, sup IK * f 1, is bounded in

LP(Rn) where the supremum is over the family of kernels. Future work includes

potential applications of the theorem.
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